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This paper concerns about Maxine Hong Kingston and her major representative 
works, and is aimed to make a thorough and systematic study of the images of 
Chinese people in her early three works. 
It consists of four parts and the first chapter gives a general introduction of her 
biography and creative process following by the significance and current situation of 
the study of the Chinese images in the works.  
The second chapter goes across the boundary between different texts and 
applies the method of close reading to systematically analyze the imagery of so 
–called “left-behind females” consisting by both Chinese and migrant women, who 
are under the oppression of both gender and ethical discrimination but quite different 
from the image shaped by mainstream society. Though the female imagery created 
by Maxine Hong Kingston is partially characterized by being silent, the silence is far 
more than western readers’ understanding.  
By text analyzing, the third chapter mainly elaborates the image of male 
migrants of the early fourth generation in China Men, who are the brave pioneers of 
Hawaii cane field, fearless constructor of American railway. They are calm first 
-generation immigrants as well as hopeless pacifist. Kingston describes the 
experience of early immigrants, which is a reflection on American mainstream 
writers’ shaping of the wooden and dull image of male Chinese-American 
immigrants. 
The fourth chapter systematically analyses new imagery of Chinese-Americans 
shaped in The Woman Warrior, China Men and Tripmaster Monkey by means of text 
analyzing. It mainly analyzes the second and fifth generations of Chinese American 
immigrants. Although they are marginalized and under the oppression of gender and 
ethnic discrimination, they now break the silence to fight against various 
















This paper is ended with a summarization of the image of Chinese-Americans 
shaped by Maxine Hong Kingston. 
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第一章  汤亭亭生平及研究现状 
第一节 汤亭亭及其主要著作 
一、汤亭亭简介 

















考获文学硕士学位，同年底与同班同学 Earl Kingston 结婚，婚后便更名为









                                                        
① 汤亭亭：《中国佬》，肖索章译，南京：译林出版社，2000 年，第 249 页。 
② 同上，第 250 页。 
③ 蒯乐昊：《南方周末》，﹙http://www.infzm.com/content/20051﹚17 Nov. 2009. 











































（一）成名处女作《女勇士》（The Woman Warrior, 1975） 
                                                        
① [美]汤婷婷：《女勇士》，李剑波、陆承毅译，桂林：漓江出版社，1988 年，第 150 页。 
② 同上。 
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